Recent cochlear mechanical measurements show that active processes increase the motion response of the reticular lamina (RL) at frequencies more than an octave below the local characteristic frequency (CF) for CFs above 5 kHz. A possible correlate is that in high-CF (>5 kHz) auditory-nerve (AN) fibers, responses to frequencies 1-3 octaves below CF ("tail" frequencies) can be inhibited by medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferents. These results indicate that active processes enhance the sensitivity of tail-frequency RL and AN responses. Perhaps related is that some apical low-CF AN fibers have tuning-curve (TC) "side-lobe" response areas at frequencies above and below the TC-tip that are MOC inhibited. We hypothesized that the tail and side-lobe responses are enhanced by the same active mechanisms as CF cochlear amplification. If responses to CF, tail-frequency, and TC-side-lobe tones are all enhanced by prestin motility controlled by outer-hair-cell (OHC) transmembrane voltage, then they should depend on OHC stereocilia position in the same way. To test this, we cyclically changed the OHC-stereocilia mechano-electrictransduction (MET) operating point with low-frequency "bias" tones (BTs) and increased the BT level until the BT caused quasi-static OHC MET saturation that reduced or "suppressed" the gain of OHC active processes. While measuring cat AN-fiber responses, 50 Hz BT level series, 70e120 dB SPL, were run alone and with CF tones, or 2.5 kHz tail-frequency tones, or side-lobe tones. BT-tone-alone responses were used to exclude BT sound levels that produced AN responses that might obscure BT suppression. Data were analyzed to show the BT phase that suppressed the tone responses at the lowest sound level. We found that AN responses to CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe tones were suppressed at the same BT phase in almost all cases. The data are consistent with the enhancement of responses to CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe tones all being due to the same OHC-stereocilia MET-dependent active process. Thus, OHC active processes enhance AN responses at frequencies outside of the cochlear-amplified TC-tip region in both high-and low-frequency cochlear regions. The data are consistent with the AN response enhancements being due to enhanced RL motion that drives IHC-stereocilia deflection by traditional RL-TM shear and/or by changing the RL-TM gap. Since tail-frequency basilar membrane (BM) motion is not actively enhanced, the tail-frequency IHC drive is from a vibrational mode little present on the BM, not a "second filter" of BM motion.
Introduction
The high sensitivity and frequency selectivity of mammalian hearing is due to active processes in outer hair cells (OHCs) that enhance cochlear mechanical responses to sound (reviewed in Dallos et al., 1996; Guinan et al., 2012) . This enhancement, termed "cochlear amplification," has been attributed to an increase in basilar-membrane (BM) motion and that was thought to fully account for the sensitivity and frequency selectivity of auditory-nerve (AN) fiber responses (Narayan et al., 1998; Ashmore et al., 2010) . In contrast to this widely-held view, recent mechanical measurements show that at low sound levels the reticular lamina (RL) moves more and is enhanced by active processes more than is the BM (Lee et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016) . Since the RL is closer to inner-hair-cell (IHC) stereocilia than the BM, RL motion can be expected to have a more direct influence than BM motion in driving IHCs (Guinan, 2012) .
IHC stereocilia are deflected primarily by fluid motion, but the cochlear structural motion(s) that produce this fluid motion are poorly understood (Guinan, 2012) . Classically, the drive to IHC stereocilia was attributed to direct radial sheer between the RL and the tectorial membrane (TM) (ter Kuile, 1900) . With the more recent knowledge that IHC stereocilia are not imbedded in the TM, IHC stereocilia must be deflected by fluid forces and this has usually been attributed to fluid-drag from RL-TM radial shear (e.g. Sellick and Russell, 1980; Weiss, 1990a, 1990b) . However, in addition to this shear drive, oscillating changes in the width of the RL-TM gap can cause oscillating fluid flow within the gap that also deflects IHC stereocilia (Steele and Puria, 2005; Gummer, 2006, 2011; Guinan, 2012) . Thus, both radial RL motion (causing shear) and transverse RL motion (causing RL-TM gap changes), as well as other micromechanical motions, may be involved in driving IHC stereocilia. Active-process enhancement of these RL motions could enhance AN responses.
BM measurements in high-CF regions show that active-process enhancement of tone-evoked BM motion is restricted to within an octave of CF (Robles and Ruggero, 2001 ). In contrast, RL motion is enhanced over a much wider frequency range extending to frequencies more than an octave below CF (called "tail" frequencies) (Ren et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016) . This finding raises several questions: What is the relationship of the enhanced RL motion to the drive to IHCs? Does the enhanced tail-frequency RL motion produce enhanced excitation of AN fibers? Is the active-process that enhances tail-frequency RL motion the same active process that cochlear-amplifies BM motion at CF?
The active process that produces BM cochlear amplification at CF arises from OHC somatic motility. One way to study the effects of OHC active processes is to change OHC properties by stimulating medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferents that synapse on OHCs. Using electrical stimulation of MOC efferents, Guinan (1999, 2000) found that for cat AN fibers with CFs >5 kHz, AN responses were inhibited by MOC activity for near-threshold, tailfrequency tones 1-3 octaves below CF (e.g. Fig. 1A ). BM motion, in contrast, is little changed by MOC stimulation at frequencies an octave or more below CF (Cooper and Guinan, 2006; Guinan and Cooper, 2008) . Stankovic and Guinan attributed the MOC inhibition of tail-frequency AN responses to MOC efferents changing cochlear micromechanics (i.e. the inhibition was not due to a change in BM motion). However, they were not able to say which cochlear structures had tail-frequency motions that were MOC inhibited. We now hypothesize that actively-enhanced RL motion is inhibited by MOC activity and this is what reduces AN tail-frequency responses.
An alternate to MOC stimulation for modifying OHC active processes is to use high-amplitude, low-frequency "bias" tones that produce large deflections of OHC stereocilia. Deflections of OHC stereocilia open and close OHC mechano-electric transduction (MET) channels and the resulting currents change OHC transmembrane voltage and OHC length, and the OHC length changes produce cochlear amplification. The slope of the OHC-current vs. stereocilia-deflection curve sets cochlear-amplification gain with higher slopes producing more amplification (Cai and Geisler, 1996c) . A high-amplitude, low-frequency "bias tone" (BT) can quasi-statically push the OHC MET functions into low-slope, saturating edge regions (e.g., in Fig. 1C for a test tone much higher in frequency than the BT: from test-frequency variations around point "a" to variations around point "b"). During a BT-response phase in the low-slope region, the (temporary) effect of the BT is to decrease the MET slope seen by the higher-frequency test tone and thereby decrease or "suppress" the amplification of test-tone responses (OUT,b is smaller than OUT,a in Fig. 1C) . Thus, the BT suppresses test-frequency responses whenever the BT quasi-statically moves OHC stereocilia into low-slope MET regions (Fig. 1C) . When the OHC MET function is asymmetric (which it is along most of the cochlea in cats e Nam and Guinan, 2016) , one low-slope MET edge is reached at a lower BT sound level than the other, which results in one gain reduction per bias-tone cycle and a modulation of the testtone response that has a large first harmonic of the BT frequency. The BT phase at which this happens is termed the "major suppression phase." At higher bias-tone levels, stereocilia deflections reach the low-slope regions on both ends of the MET function and there are two gain reductions per bias-tone cycle and modulation of the test-tone response has a large second harmonic of the BT frequency. Many experiments have provided evidence consistent with these bias-tone effects on responses to low-level tones near CF (Sachs and Hubbard, 1981; Sellick et al., 1982; Javel et al., 1983; Patuzzi et al., 1984a, b; Rhode and Cooper, 1993; Cooper, 1996; Geisler, 1996a, 1996b; Rhode, 2007; Nam and Guinan, 2016) .
The MOC inhibition of AN responses to tail-frequency tones is consistent with the hypothesis that the motion driving these responses was amplified. If this amplification is by the same OHC Fig. 1 . A, B: Tuning curves (TCs) from cat auditory-nerve fibers with and without excitation of medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferents. A: A tail-frequency inhibition. B: A side-lobe inhibition. C: Bias-tone suppression of outer-hair-cell (OHC) mechano-electric transduction (MET) current variation at the test-tone frequency. In C, the horizontal lines at top represent the stereocilia-deflection excursions produced by a low-frequency suppressor tone (top line), and by a much-higher-frequency test tone (lower lines). The black line labeled IN,a shows the test-frequency input excursion when the suppressor is not present (this excursion is about point "a" of the MET function represented by the curved line), and the black line labeled IN,b shows the input excursion when the suppressor-produced OHC deflection is at one edge of its excursion (this test-frequency excursion is about point b). The vertical lines at right represent the corresponding OHC-MET-current output excursions at the test-tone frequency. When the suppressor response is at the extreme of its excursion, the output MET current variation at the test-tone frequency is reduced from its no-suppressor value. A was derived from Fig. 6 of Stankovic and Guinan (1999) . The no-MOC TC is from their Fig. 6A and the with-MOC TC was derived from the no-MOC TC and the level-shifts from the other panels of their Fig. 6 (shown as X's here). To fill in the TC, we assumed no MOC inhibition at the upper edges of the TC tip; the dashed line represents a tail region with no MOC-inhibition data. B is a stylized version of AN-fiber TCs from Guinan and Gifford (1988) (shown in Guinan, 2011). mechanism that amplifies responses to CF tones, then bias tones should affect tail-frequency and CF tone responses in the same way. In particular, both responses should be suppressed at the same phase of a low-frequency BT, i.e. they should have the same major suppression phase. Also, as BT sound level is increased, they should go through the same sequence of first being suppressed at one BT phase and at higher BT levels being suppressed at two (opposite) BT phases. In this paper we test the hypothesis that the active processes that drive AN tail-frequency responses depend on OHC stereocilia position in the same way as the active processes that drive AN responses to CF tones. To do this, AN single-fiber responses to tones at either CF or a tail frequency were measured while the OHC MET channel operating point was slowly changed with a low-frequency (50 Hz) "bias" tone.
Tail-frequency responses are from high-CF cochlear regions. In low-CF (<4 kHz) regions, active-process amplification of cochlear mechanical motion responses are different than in high-CF regions and are more poorly understood (Recio-Spinoso and Oghalai, 2017; Dong et al., 2017) . Low-CF cat AN fibers have TCs with sensitive tips similar to those of high-CF fibers, and many low-CF TCs also show side lobes at frequencies above and/or below the tip region (e.g. Fig. 1B ) (Liberman and Kiang, 1978; Kiang, 1984; Javel, 1994; van der Heijden and Joris, 2006; Versteegh et al., 2011) . Excitation of MOC efferents strongly inhibits these side-lobe responses (Fig. 1B ) (Guinan and Gifford, 1988) . This MOC inhibition is consistent with the hypothesis that the mechanical drive to IHC stereocilia at the side-lobe frequencies is enhanced by active processes in OHCs. If the TC side lobes receive amplification by OHC processes that are similar to those that amplify responses to CF tones, then bias tones should affect both responses in the same way. In particular, both responses should be suppressed by the same phase of a lowfrequency bias tone and go through the same sequence of one, then two, suppression phases as the BT sound level is increased. A second goal of this paper is to test the hypothesis that the active processes that drive AN side-lobe responses and CF tone responses depend on OHC stereocilia position in the same way.
Materials and methods

Methods overview and rationale
Bias-tone suppression was measured by presenting the BT simultaneously with either a CF tone or a non-tip (tail or side-lobe) tone, and determining AN single-fiber tone responses at different phases of the BT period. Tones at CF and non-tip frequencies will be called "test tones" to distinguish them from "bias tones". At a highenough sound level, the BT itself can produce AN-response synchronization (or excite AN responses) that may obscure BT suppression. To avoid this problem, we determined an effective BTalone synchronization threshold so we could exclude suprathreshold BT levels from further consideration. The rationale is that the BT effect of interest is suppression of cochlear amplification in OHCs, not direct BT effects on IHC stereocilia. Since OHC stereocilia are imbedded in the TM, their deflection is directly coupled RL-TM displacement shear. In contrast, IHC stereocilia are freestanding and for low-frequency-tones (e.g. BTs), IHCs are sensitive to the velocity of the fluid in the sub-tectorial space (Sellick and Russell, 1980; Freeman and Weiss, 1990a, b) . The low-velocity fluid motion produced by low-frequency BTs drives IHC stereocilia much less than OHC stereocilia. Thus, there can be BT levels at which the BT deflects OHC stereocilia and produces suppression while producing minimal deflections of IHC stereocilia and no significant excitation or synchronization of AN responses. A major task of our methods is to distinguish when there is only BT suppression vs. when the BT, acting directly on IHC stereocilia, also significantly affects the AN firing pattern.
Animal preparation
We report here on recordings from 92 single AN fibers from 14 anesthetized cats using methods approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary animal care committee. The basic methods were similar to those described previously (for more detail see: Guinan, 1999, 2000; Nam and Guinan, 2016) . Animals were anesthetized with Nembutal in urethane with boosters given when necessary. Both ear-canals were truncated for insertion of acoustic assemblies and the bulla cavities were exposed to reveal the round windows. A posterior craniotomy was followed by aspiration and retraction of cerebellar tissue to expose the AN. Single AN fibers were recorded using electrolyte-filled pipette electrodes (10e20 MU) inserted into the visually-identified AN.
Using a silver electrode near each round window, cochlear compound-action-potential (CAP) audiograms were measured from 2 to 32 kHz at octave intervals using a CAP threshold criterion of 10 mV pp. Cochlear sensitivity at unit CF was evaluated by interpolation of the CAP audiogram data versus frequency. For units with CFs >2 kHz, all thresholds were within 20 dB of the tone-pipthreshold curve made from good animals. For units with CFs <2 kHz, all but 4 units had thresholds at 2 kHz and above that were within 20 dB of the good CAP-threshold curves and the remaining 4 units were within 27 dB at 2 kHz and within 20 dB above 2 kHz.
Upon isolating an AN fiber, we obtained a threshold TC, determined CF, and measured spontaneous rate. We then ran BT level series with or without a fixed test tone. To determine the BT level that produced significant AN synchrony, we obtained AN responses using the "BT-alone" paradigm. To determine BT suppression of responses to CF, tail and side-lobe tones, the BT was paired with test-frequency tones using the "BT-on-tone" paradigm. Due to limited AN-fiber contact time, not all paradigms were run on every fiber. In some fibers for which a BT-alone response was not obtained, we used a BT-alone response series from a fiber that had a similar CF (a CF within 0.3 octaves) from the same animal. In the Figures, these fibers are indicated by different symbols than are used for fibers that have their own BT-alone response.
Acoustics
Test-frequency tones were produced by a reverse-driven condenser earphone. 50 Hz BTs were produced by a DT48 earphone. The BT zero phase reference was the cosine phase of the 50 Hz earphone drive voltage. Each earphone output was calibrated from the microphone response using prior calibrations of the microphone and probe tube.
BT-alone and BT-on-tone paradigms
For both the BT-alone and the BT-on-tone paradigms, the BT was a 50 Hz tone burst (240 ms plateau, 10 ms rise/fall times, repetition period 500 ms) presented in a randomized level series from 70 to 110 or sometimes 120 dB SPL. The BT-on-tone paradigm also contained a fixed tone burst (225 ms plateau, 5 ms rise/fall times) at the test frequency that started 20 ms after the start of each BT burst (see Fig. 1A of Nam and Guinan, 2016) . For a tail-frequency tone burst, the sound level was near the fiber's threshold at the tail frequency. For side-lobe or CF tone bursts, the sound level was 10e20 dB above the fiber's threshold at the side-lobe or CF frequency. Test-frequency thresholds were determined from the fiber TC.
We used 2.5 kHz as the frequency for tail-frequency tones, based on Stankovic and Guinan's (1999) finding that MOC inhibition of tail-frequency tones was greatest at 2e3 kHz. Clear side lobes are not shown by many TCs, so for side-lobe frequencies we used tones at frequencies~1 octave, or more, above or below CF. Side lobes are clearest when there is an upward inflection in the TC between the side lobe and the tip. Presumably this happens when, at a frequency in which the tip and side-lobe drives are equal in amplitude, the tip and side-lobe drives are out of phase and cancel. However, at the frequency where the tip and side-lobe drives are equal in amplitude, they may not be opposite in phase so that there is little or no cancellation and no upward TC cusp. Thus, the lack of a TC upward cusp does not mean that the mechanical vibration mode that produces the side lobe is not present. Based on TCs with visible side lobes (from our TCs and published TCs), our use of frequencies~1 octave from CF would almost always put the test frequency within the side lobe.
For all paradigms, the data analysis used spikes within a 200 ms window (10 BT periods) starting 10 ms after the onset of the testtone plateau. Spike times within this window were arranged into "cycle histograms" that show the number of spikes relative to the BT period (e.g. Fig. 2AeC ). For BT-on-tone data, the cycle-histogram bin duration was set to the multiple of 10-ms (the spike-recording time resolution) that was closest to the period of the test tone. Making the cycle-histogram bins nearly equal to the tone period effectively filtered out almost all of the synchronization of the fiber to the test tone. Consequently, the BT cycle histograms were little different than they would have been with an exact-integer relationship between the BT and test tones as was used by Sachs and Hubbard (1981) , Cai and Geisler (1996a) and others.
From each BT-alone or BT-on-tone cycle histogram we determined spike synchronization at the first and second harmonics of the BT frequency as quantified by the synchronization index, "SI". SI varies from zero (no synchronization) to one (all spikes at the same phase). A BT-alone response with a high SI at either the first or second harmonic indicates that the BT has modulated the response in a way that could obscure modulations from BT suppression of test-frequency responses. As in Guinan (1999, 2000) and Nam and Guinan (2016) we considered an SI to be significant if it was 0.3 or greater (termed the target SI (SItarget)). We normally determined the major suppression phase from the 1st harmonic when its SI reached SItarget, but when the 2nd harmonic exceeded SItarget, the major suppression phase was determined by a "halfperiod synchrony analysis" (Nam and Guinan, 2016) . For this, the BT-cycle histogram was divided into two 2nd-harmonic cycle histograms and for each we calculated the synchrony index at the 2nd-harmonic frequency. The suppression phase of the half-period histogram with the higher synchrony was used as the major suppression phase in the original cycle histogram. A second method, in which the major suppression phase was the time of maximum suppression in a cycle histogram that combined the 1st and 2nd harmonics of the original histogram, normally yielded almost identical results.
Analysis to determine excitation and suppression
First we had to determine when the BT alone produced enough spike synchronization that it might interfere with determining when there was BT suppression of the test-tone response. Determining this is complicated because AN spike responses are probabilistic. For a given stimulus with a stationary set of parameters, the synchronization index produced in a histogram with an infinite number of spikes is termed the "underlying SI" (SIun) for that stimulus. However, in a real measurement there are a finite number of spikes and the resulting measured synchronization (SIm) is usually different from SIun. The fewer the spikes recorded, the greater the scatter in measured SIm's. Thus, the degree to which a SIm shows that SIun>0.3 depends on the number of spikes in the cycle histogram. The relationship is complex. A detailed presentation of the factors involved in setting appropriate criteria is given in Nam and Guinan (2016) . In addition to the SI based criterion, to achieve adequate confidence that a SIm indicates that SIun>0.3, cycle histogram data were used only when the expected error in the determination of the phase was less than a criterion value (larger expected phase errors occur when there are fewer spikes). We used a phase-error criteria of 16 or less in Nam and Guinan (2016) but here we relaxed it to 17 or less to allow an extra tail-frequency point to be used. The full rationale and detailed methods for our analysis are in Nam and Guinan (2016) .
To determine that a histogram showed a significant BT-induced suppression we used the same procedure, SItarget of 0.3, and phase error <17 as for determining that a BT-alone histogram had significant synchrony. BT suppressions were only used if they were from BTs below the level at which the BT alone produced criterion synchronization and phase error. This was termed the "modified criterion" in Nam and Guinan (2016) . The major phase of BT suppression was measured at the lowest BT level that produced criterion suppression.
Results
Example data
Example BT-alone cycle histograms from a high-CF fiber with a tail-frequency response, and from a low-CF fiber with a side-lobe response, are shown in Figs. 2A and 3A (the AN fibers in these will be called fiber 1 and fiber 2). In both cases the BT-alone level series reached a SI value of 0.3 at 100 dB SPL (Figs. 2E and 3E ), but the phase-error criterion was not reached because there were too few spikes in the histograms. Responses with criterion SIs and phase errors were reached at 110 dB SPL (* in Figs. 2E and 3E ). This is also the lowest level that shows a substantial increase in BT-alone firing rate (Figs. 2D and 3D ). At the highest two sound levels, fiber 1 had only one excitatory phase per cycle but fiber 2 had two ( Figs. 2A  and 3A ). Both patterns were common. In most fibers that had highlevel, BT-alone responses with two peaks, one peak was narrow and the other was wide as in Fig 3A, top.
Examples of BT suppression of responses to test tones at CF are shown in Figs. 2B and 3B. The criterion threshold for BTsuppression was reached at 90 dB SPL for fiber 1 and at 100 dB SPL for fiber 2 (* in Figs. 2F and 3F) . In both cases, modulation of the cycle histograms (with one suppression per cycle) can be qualitatively seen at 10 dB below the criterion suppression threshold (Figs. 2F and 3F ). At and above threshold, two suppressions per cycle can be seen, as also shown by the cycle histogram having a large second-harmonic (Figs. 2F and 3F ). At the highest two sound levels the BTþCF cycle histograms look like the BT-alone cycle histograms, presumably because the BT excitatory response is dominant at the highest sound levels. At these same high sound levels, the AN firing rate of the BT-alone response was the same or larger than the BTþCF response, but, in contrast, at lower sound levels the BT-alone response was less than the BTþCF response (Figs. 2D and 3D ).
An example of BT-suppression of tail-frequency responses is shown in Fig. 2C . The criterion threshold for suppression was reached at 90 dB SPL (Fig. 2C, G) , which is the same as the threshold for suppression of CF responses (Fig. 2F) . One difference is that at suppression threshold, the BTþtail-frequency response had one suppression per cycle (1st greater than 2nd harmonic at 90 dB SPL in Fig. 2G ) whereas the BTþCF response has two suppressions per cycle (2nd harmonic larger at 90 dB SPL in Fig. 2F ). At the highest two sound levels, the BTþtail-frequency response resembles the BT alone response. This is similar to the BTþCF response, and presumably is because the excitatory response to the BT alone is dominant at the highest sound levels.
An example of BT-suppression of side-lobe-frequency responses is shown in Fig. 3C . The criterion threshold for suppression was reached at 100 dB SPL (Fig. 3C, G) , which is the same as the threshold for suppression of CF responses (Fig. 3B, F) . Above threshold, the second harmonic is much larger than the first harmonic in the side-lobe-suppression cycle histogram (Fig. 3C, G) . As before, at the highest two sound levels, the BTþside-lobefrequency response resembles the BT alone response.
Suppression phases
In most cases, the BT-induced major suppression phases (MSPs) of responses to tones at tail, side-lobe and CF frequencies were similar (Fig. 4 , circles, triangles and pluses). All six tail-frequency responses had MSPs similar to CF MSPs (Fig. 4A ). The differences between the tail-frequency phases and the corresponding CFsuppression phases are shown in Fig. 4B . Although there are not many points, they came from 4 different experiments, and they are mutually consistent. Overall, these suppression results are consistent with tail-frequency and CF tone responses both being due to the same OHC-MET-controlled active processes in OHCs.
The side-lobe and CF MSPs are shown in Fig. 4A and the differences between these are shown in Fig. 4B . The frequencies used for the side-lobe tones (all approximately one octave from the CF) are shown in Fig. 5 . Three side-lobe MSPs (triangles in Fig. 4A) were outside of the main cluster of CF MSPs but only one (CF ¼ 0.64 kHz) was inconsistent with the hypothesis. On this fiber the side-lobe MSP was 1/4 cycle later than the CF MSP (Fig. 4B) ; this "MSP" may have been due to contamination by BT excitation (see Nam and Guinan, 2016) . The other two fibers with MSPs outside of the main CF MSP cluster had MSPs~1/2 cycle from the main CF MSP cluster. For the fiber at CF ¼ 3.44 kHz, the CF and side-lobe MSPs were similarly displaced (i.e. the side-lobe and CF MSPs agreed e a striking agreement of the two since both are different than usual), and this-fiber's phase difference in Fig. 4B is near zero. The fiber at CF ¼ 0.75 kHz had a highly symmetric BT suppression (see Fig. 7 ) which indicates that the no-BT operating point for this fiber was near the center of the OHC MET curve. In such cases, small differences in the operating point, or sampling noise, can determine which ½ cycle of BT phase excites at the lowest level. Overall, the results are consistent with side-lobe and CF tone responses both being due to the same OHC-MET-controlled active processes in OHCs.
Suppression thresholds
The BT level at the threshold for criterion suppression generally increased with fiber CF for suppression of tail-frequency, side-lobe and CF tones (Fig. 6) . Presumably, this is because BM stiffness increases with CF so that the BT produces less BM motion and smaller deflections of OHC stereocilia at higher CFs. Tail-frequency (circles in Fig. 6 ) and CF (plus signs) thresholds greatly overlapped and were not significantly different (p ¼ .34, comparing the 6 tailfrequency and 8 CF suppressions in the CF range 6e15 kHz). In contrast, side-lobe suppression thresholds (triangles) were significantly higher, on average, than CF-tone suppression thresholds (pluses) (p < .04 comparing the 12 side-lobe and 28 CF suppressions in the CF range 0.6e4 kHz). This may be due, at least in part, because the side-lobe thresholds were higher than the corresponding CF thresholds.
Synchronization index ratio
The Synchronization Index Ratio or "SIR" (the 2nd harmonic synchrony divided by the 1st harmonic synchrony) at suppression threshold provides a measure of a fiber's no-BT OHC MET asymmetry (higher SIR ¼ more symmetric MET function). At criterion suppression, the SIR clearly increased with CF for BT suppression of CF responses (R ¼ 0.57, p < .001) (Fig. 7) . The SIRs of tail-frequency suppressions were lower on average than the SIR of CF suppressions but the difference was not statistically significant (p ¼ .09, comparing the 6 tail-frequency and 8 CF suppressions in the CF range 6e15 kHz). In contrast, the SIRs of side-lobe-frequency suppressions were significantly higher, on average, than the SIRs of CFtone suppressions (p < .001 comparing the 12 side-lobe and 28 CF suppressions in the CF range 0.6e4 kHz). The origin of this difference is unknown.
Discussion
Our main result is that bias tones suppress AN responses to CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe tones with a major suppression phase that is similar for almost all AN fibers. Furthermore, these suppressions all go through the same sequence of one, then two, suppression phases as the bias-tone level is increased, which is a strong indication that current through the OHC MET channels drives these motions. Further, the suppressions cannot be accounted for by the bias tone itself modulating IHC responses. Responses to CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe tones are also reduced by MOC stimulation (Guinan and Gifford, 1988; Guinan, 1999, 2000) . Both sets of data are consistent with the hypothesis that these CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe AN tone responses are enhanced by OHC somatic motility activated by deflections of OHC stereocilia.
When only the MOC inhibition data were available, a viable hypothesis to explain the inhibition was that MOC stimulation hyperpolarizes the OHCs, which causes OHC elongation, which distorts the organ of Corti (OoC) and this somehow reduces the coupling of BM motion to IHC stereocilia drive (Stankovic and Guinan, 1999) . This hypothesis was generated because there is no cochlear amplification of BM motion an octave or more below CF, which fostered the (incorrect) idea that there was no enhancement of any cochlear motion an octave or more below CF. The OoCdistortion hypothesis is no longer necessary given the demonstration that RL motion more than an octave below CF is enhanced by active processes (Ren et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016) . In addition, the OoC-distortion hypothesis posits that the AN inhibition is produced by a reduction of the coupling of BM motion to IHC-stereocilia deflection which doesn't easily fit with the finding that the tailfrequency suppressions progressed from once-a-cycle to twice-acycle as the BT level was raised (despite that the tail-frequency BM motion is unamplified and constant) and of similar bias-tone suppressions of CF, tail-frequency, and side-lobe responses. The BM-centric view, that BM motion leads almost directly to the drive to IHC stereocilia and the resultant AN firing, needs to be rethought.
Tail-frequency responses
In the present study we did not attempt to determine the frequency and amplitude range over which active processes enhance tail-frequency responses, but this region was outlined in the more extensive study of Guinan (1999, 2000) using MOC inhibition. For cat AN fibers with CFs >5 kHz, MOC-induced inhibition peaked at~2.5 kHz (2-3 octaves below fiber CF) and diminished as the tone frequency decreased so that near 1 kHz, inhibition was very small (e.g. Fig. 1A ). MOC inhibition also appeared to decrease as the test frequency was increased above 2.5 kHz, but the extent of MOC inhibition for tones >4 kHz is unknown because technical reasons made these frequencies difficult to test (Stankovic and Guinan, 1999) . MOC inhibition was greatest for near-threshold tones (typically 65e75 dB SPL) and decreased as sound level increased so that in most cases inhibition was near zerõ 20 dB above the tail threshold.
We hypothesize that the tail-frequency AN responses that are enhanced by active processes are due to the active-processenhanced, below-CF RL motion described by Ren et al. (2016) ; Lee et al. (2016) . This hypothesis does not specify the mechanism by which the RL motion drives the IHC stereocilia to produce the AN response. The drive could be from transverse RL motion squeezing the RL-TM gap and producing oscillatory flow within the gap that drives IHC stereocilia, or it could be from RL-TM shear produced either directly by radial RL motion or indirectly by the RL transverse motion producing a greater overall motion of both the RL and TM resulting in greater traditional RL-TM shear. All of these processes, and/or other drive processes, could be involved (Guinan, 2012) .
The influence of active processes on tail-frequency responses is consistent with the idea that OHC somatic motility acts whenever OHC stereocilia are deflected, not just near CF for cochlear amplification. Although BM responses to tones one octave or more below CF are much smaller than near CF, they are not zero and can be expected to deflect OHC stereocilia and elicit OHC somatic motility. Presumably, the motion from this OHC motility affects the RL much more than the BM because the RL is much less stiff than the BM (Mammano and Ashmore, 1993) . Active-process enhancement of mechanical or neural responses at tail frequencies have now been found in mice (Ren et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016) and cats (this paper).
All of our data are consistent with the Cai and Geisler (1996c) hypothesis that a low-frequency tone suppresses responses by transiently pushing the OHC stereocilia MET function into lowslope, saturated, edge regions. A key part of this interpretation is that OHC stereocilia are affected only by RL-TM radial shear displacements, whereas IHC stereocilia are velocity sensitive, which greatly reduces IHC excitation by the 50 Hz bias tone, so that biastone suppression of OHC MET transduction can be reached without significant IHC excitation. Furthermore, the fluid coupling of the IHC stereocilia allows them to be excited by RL-TM gap changes as well as RL-TM radial shear.
While we only tested suppression by 50 Hz tones, it is interesting to consider the frequency range of off-CF tones that might suppress the enhancement of tail-frequency responses. We hypothesized that tail-frequency responses are enhanced by OHC somatic motility that is driven by local (at CF) BM and RL motion, while, in contrast, current theory indicates that cochlear amplification at CF occurs by amplification of BM motion that takes place basal to the CF place and is carried to the CF place by the traveling wave (e.g. Guinan et al. 2012) . With our hypothesis, responses to a tail-frequency tone would be suppressed by a second tone (above or below CF) that pushes OHC stereocilia MET functions at the CF place into saturating nonlinear slope regions (the second tone might excite AN responses so the suppression might only be seen in the motion at the first-tone's frequency). In contrast, tones at higher-than-CF frequencies (in the upper-frequency part of the CF amplification region) that produce negligible BM motion at CF can, nonetheless, suppress BM responses to CF tones (Cooper, 1996) . We would expect that such high-frequency tones that produce negligible motion at the CF place could suppress amplified responses to CF tones but would not suppress amplified responses to tailfrequency tones. In other words, BM amplification is carried by the traveling wave but RL amplification is local. This hypothesis needs to be tested.
Insights into the mechanical origin of tail-frequency responses may be obtained from group delays calculated from phase-vs.-frequency plots of AN responses. We can not compare tailfrequency group delays with delays at CF because of the lack of neural synchrony at CF in high-CF fibers and because no other suitable measurements of AN group delays at CF are available. However, AN-response group delays in the tail-frequency region that is MOC inhibited (near 2.5 kHz) are less than group delays in the lower-frequency tail region that shows little MOC inhibition (~1 kHz and below) (Guinan et al., 2005) . This is in the opposite direction from the normal frequency dispersion of the traveling wave in which, at a fixed cochlear place, lower-frequency energy arrives before higher-frequency energy (Shera, 2001; Ramamoorthy et al., 2010) .
Side-lobe responses
An important feature of low-CF, AN-fiber side-lobe responses is their short group delays. AN-response phase-vs.-frequency plots, for tones swept in frequency across both tip and side-lobe regions, show slopes in the side-lobe region that are shallower than slopes in the CF region, i.e. group delays are shorter in the side-lobe region than in the CF region (Kiang, 1984; van der Heijden and Joris, 2006; Versteegh et al., 2011 ; also see Pfeiffer and Molnar, 1970 ).
An attractive candidate for a mechanical motion related to the AN side-lobe response is the apical-turn "RL" motion just above the cut-off frequency that produces a bulge in the frequency response (Recio-Spinoso and Oghalai, 2017; Dong et al., 2017) . In both guinea pigs (Recio-Spinoso and Oghalai, 2017) and gerbils (Dong et al., 2017) , measurements in the cochlear apex show overall low-passlike mechanical responses, but additionally, just above the cut-off frequency, there is an upward bulge in the frequency response that corresponds approximately to a side-lobe frequency (this is clearest in the highest CF region that was tested in each study). Furthermore, in this bulge-frequency region there is more nonlinearity than in the lower frequency region, which implies it receives more amplification. The greater gain in the bulge-frequency region may correspond to the greater efferent inhibition seen in side lobes than at CF. Finally, in the guinea pig data, the slope of the phase-vs.-frequency response in the bulge region, is less than the slopes at the presumed CF, i.e. there is a shorter group delay in the bulge region than at CF. Based on these similarities, we hypothesize that a mechanical correlate of cat AN side-lobe-region responses is shown by the mechanical responses in the guinea-pig and gerbil bulge regions (Recio-Spinoso and Oghalai, 2017; Dong et al., 2017) . Note that in these mechanical measurements, the voxel size was large and included more than just the RL.
Comparison of tail-frequency and side-lobe responses
The tail and side-lobe responses have many similar characteristics, for example: They are suppressed by bias tones in similar ways (Figs. 2e4) ; they are MOC inhibited near their response thresholds (Guinan and Gifford, 1988; Stankovic and Guinan, 1999; Guinan, 2011) , and they have shorter group delays than responses at nearby frequencies. However, there are also differences: First, side-lobe responses can show much more MOC inhibition than tailfrequency responses. Second, at tail-frequencies, MOC inhibition is present only near threshold and~20 dB or more above threshold the response appears to be passive (Stankovic and Guinan, 1999) . In contrast, at some side-lobe frequencies, inhibition extended upward to as high a sound level as tested without any sign of a highlevel passive response (showing level-shifts of 40 dB or more e where the level shift is the amount the sound level needs to be increased when there is MOC inhibition to equal the response without MOC inhibition; Guinan and Gifford, 1988; Guinan, 2011) . Third, at suppression threshold, synchronization index ratios were similar for tail and CF responses but were significantly higher in side lobes than at the corresponding CF. Considering the above similarities and differences, it does not seem likely that the activeprocess enhancement in TC side lobes and TC tails are due to exactly the same mechanisms, although aspects of their underlying mechanisms may be similar (e.g. they may share the same force generation mechanism but have different transmission pathways to the inner-hair-cell stereocilia).
Implications for understanding how the cochlea works
Is there a role of stereocilia motility in the phenomena reported here? We have argued that motion amplification by stereocilia motility has no role at high frequencies because it requires cycleby-cycle binding and unbinding of Ca2þ on some site near the OHC MET channel, and that this cannot be accomplished fast enough (Guinan, 2014) . However, the side-lobe and tail frequencies considered here are a few kHz and below, so the unbinding-speed limitation is less important and stereocilia motility might play a role. Nonetheless, the progression of BT effects from one-per-cycle to two-per-cycle suppressions is difficult to reconcile with the observed amplification coming from OHC stereocilia motility. There are no data that support a role for IHC stereocilia motility but the data do not rule out that IHC stereocilia motility might have some effect on IHC responses.
Neural responses that do not have the same frequency characteristics as the BM response at the same cochlear location have sometimes been said to have gone through a "second filter" after the first filter of BM response (Evans and Wilson, 1975; Ramamoorthy et al., 2014) . For the AN tail-frequency response that is enhanced by active processes, there is no corresponding tailfrequency, active-process-enhanced BM motion (at least not one that is readily distinguished from the tail-frequency passive BM response). Instead of a "second filter," it seems more useful to think of the OoC vibration pattern as a superposition of vibrational modes that are excited by the traveling wave and that BM motion may show the motion of some modes but not others. With this complexvibrational-structure formulation, the IHC drive is different from BM motion not because there is a "second filter" but because it gets a different mix of the vibrational modes.
Conclusions
Low-frequency bias tones produce similar patterns of suppression on AN responses to tail-frequency, side-lobe and CF tones. These results are consistent with the enhancements of all of these responses being due to OHC-stereocilia-deflection-controlled OHC somatic motility that enhances RL motion. The results indicate BM motion and IHC stereocilia deflection are affected by different mixes of OoC vibrational modes, some passive and some that receive active enhancement.
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